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Synopsis
In MR Fingerprinting, the exhaustive search in the dictionary may be bypassed by learning a mapping between fingerprints and parameter spaces. In general, the relationship between these spaces is particularly non-linear, which implies the use of advanced regression methods: deep learning frameworks but also methods based on statistical models have been proposed. In this study, we compare reconstruction time, accuracy and noise robustness of the conventional dictionary-matching method and two methods that handle the modelling of the non-linear relationship with a neural network and a statistical inverse regression model.

INTRODUCTION
To limit MRF reconstruction time and increase accuracy, several studies have proposed to learn the dictionary, either using neural networks1-7, or regression approaches8,9. This study aims to compare a dictionary-based matching10, a dictionary-based deep learning (DB-DL)11, and a dictionary-based statistical learning (DB-SL)11 methods. We analysed the reconstruction time, accuracy and robustness, while increasing the number of parameters. Performances were compared on synthetic signals: toy signals that can scale across parameter dimensions and 2-parameters MRI signals.

METHOD
To provide information on parameters of interest \( x \) in \( \mathbb{R}^P \) given an observed signal \( y \) in \( \mathbb{R}^P \), using a dictionary (couples of fingerprints and parameter vector), corresponds to solve an inverse problem. To solve this inverse problem, we can either use dictionary-based matching (DBM) or dictionary-based learning (DBL) methods, see11.

Method procedures are illustrated in Figure 1 and detailed bellow:

- **Dictionary design:**
  1. Toy signals that can scale with dimension are designed as:

     \[
     y_{\text{toy}}(x_{\text{toy}}) = \sum_{i=1}^P \phi(x_i \sin(\theta_i x_i) \exp(-\frac{t_i}{x_i})),
     \]

     where \( x_{\text{toy}} = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_P) \) is the parameter vector, \( \phi_0 \) in \( \mathbb{R}^P \) and \( t_i \) in \( \mathbb{R} \) is the sample vector.

  2. MRI signals \( y_{\text{MRI}} \) are simulated as described in12 from the blood volume fraction (BVf) and the vessel size index (VSI): \( x_{\text{MRI}} = (\text{BVf}, \text{VSI}) \).

We used 200 values of BVf and 120 values of VSI that results in 24000 grid combinations. As it has shown better results in practice, parameter vectors \( x \) are sampled following a grid for DBM or a quasi-random sampling for DBL methods, see11.

- **Model learning:**
  For DBL methods, the dictionary is used to learn a model that maps the relationship from \( y \) to \( x \).
  Implementing DB-DL, we use the four layer fully-connected neural network as described in11. The hidden layers have 300 nodes and the input and output layer sizes correspond to the lengths of \( y \) and \( x \), respectively. The network is trained for 2000 epochs by the ADAM stochastic gradient descent algorithm with the learning rate set to 0.001. The loss function is defined as the mean-square-error. Two activation functions are used: the hyperbolic tangent for the hidden layers and the sigmoid for the output layer.
  Implementing DB-SL, we use the Gaussian locally linear mapping method that exploits Gaussian mixture models13. Each \( y \) is seen as the noisy image of \( x \) obtained from a \( K \)-component mixture of affine transformations (\( K \) set to 50).

- **Estimation:**
  For DBM, the estimate is the parameter vector \( x_{\text{est}} \) used to simulate the fingerprint \( y_{\text{toy}} \) that best matches \( y \) identified according to the dot product. For DBL methods, the model is directly applied on \( y \).

- **Performance evaluation:**
  To compare accuracy, the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) is computed between estimates and real known values and averaged over dimensions. The robustness is evaluated by adding Gaussian noise on test signals.

RESULTS
On toy signals, we investigated the impact on the RMSE of the dictionary size (Figure 2) by varying both the number of parameters and the number of signals (total 9 conditions). Additionally, noise was added on the 10000 test signals: SNR between 10 and 110. For all methods, RMSE decreases as SNR increases. DB-DL and DB-SL methods outperform DBM for SNR>30 and SNR>20, respectively. At SNR=50, DB-DL RMSE are lower than RMSE with an average decrease of 44.7%, 41.6% and 39.9% for 3, 5 and 7 parameters, respectively. For DB-SL, RMSE decreases as SNR increases. DB-DL and DB-SL methods outperform DBM for SNR>30 and SNR>20, respectively. At SNR=50, DB-DL average RMSE are: 2.79% and 6.88µm for DBM, 1.26% and 6.57µm for DB-SL and 2.25% and 7.43µm for DB-DL. For VSI, average RMSE are comparable: 5.69µm for DBM, 5.60µm for DB-SL and 4.89µm for DB-DL. For SNR=50,

DISCUSSION
DB-SL yields a lower RSME than DB-DL in most cases; however, in noise-free signals, DB-DL is more accurate suggesting that by enhancing
the robustness of DB-DL, e.g. data augmentation as suggested in\textsuperscript{5}, we can expect major improvements. For all methods, the error on VSI is large but this comes in part from the measuring sequence: VSI mainly depends on few signal samples. Other acquisition methods could reduce this error. There is a discrepancy between results from toy signals and microvascular signals: for toy signals (3 to 7 parameters), DBL methods provide by far better results than DBM. However, for microvascular signals (2 parameters), DBM can provide similar and even better results. It suggests that DBL methods are sensitive to how fingerprints properly encode information about the parameters of interest. An indicator of the model quality or confidence in estimates could be used to detect these cases.

CONCLUSION

Both DBL methods outperform DBM in terms of reconstruction time and accuracy. On average, DBL methods yield comparable results. However, DB-SL is more robust to noise and a major advantage of DB-SL is its explainability and the possibility to provide a confidence index\textsuperscript{11}.
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Figures
Steps of three method procedures: the dictionary-matching method (DBM) and both dictionary-based learning methods: deep learning (DB-DL) and statistical learning (DB-SL).

Impact of dictionary size and SNR on DBM and dictionary-based learning (DB-SL and DB-DL) methods.

Average RMSE are given as a function of the SNR for different dictionary sizes: the size is the number of parameter values in each dimension raised to the power of the number of parameters for grid samplings. Sizes (top-to-bottom/left-to-right order) are $5^3=125$, $6^3=216$, $3^5=243$, $4^3=1024$, $5^3=3125$, $6^3=7776$, $3^7=2187$, $4^7=16384$ and $5^7=78125$. For DB-SL, the model parameter $K$ is set to 50 (except for dictionary sizes <500, $K$ set to 10).

RMSE on BVf and VSI estimates obtained with DBM and dictionary-based learning methods (DB-SL and DB-DL) applied on noisy synthetic MRI test signal (SNR=100).

Curves represent the RMSE on BVf estimates for the first row and the RMSE on VSI estimates for the second row. Data are represented after 1D sliding window filtering (3% for BVf and 5µm for VSI). Among the 24000 combinations of the grid, only 22836 signals could be produced, due to simulation constraints. The same signal number is used for all dictionaries. 100000 test were divided into 3 parts: small, medium and large.
RMSE on BVf and VSI estimates obtained with DBM and dictionary-based learning methods (DB-SL and DB-DL) applied on noisy synthetic MRI test signal (SNR=50).

Curves represent the RMSE on BVf estimates for the first row and the RMSE on VSI estimates for the second row. Data are represented after 1D sliding window filtering (3% for BVf and 5µm for VSI). Among the 24000 combinations of the grid, only 22836 signals could be produced, due to simulation constraints. The same signal number is used for all dictionaries. 100000-test were divided into 3 parts: small, medium and large.